The Model 5577
High-Density Matrix Printer:

Multifunctional Print Capabilities.

For your diverse needs. Wang Laboratories led the industry in establishing integrated information systems - systems that combine the functions of word processing and data processing. Now, to continue meeting your changing needs, Wang is introducing one printer that can produce both letter and draft quality print in a variety of type styles.

The Model 5577 is designed to increase the overall productivity of your system by combining the convenience of letter and draft quality print in one printer. In addition, a variety of type styles stored in the host computer eliminates trips to the printer to change print wheels, and simple construction guarantees high reliability.

For letter quality print. The Model 5577 printer produces the highest in letter quality print - in a variety of type styles from 40 characters per second in 10 pitch, to 60 characters per second in 15 pitch.

For draft quality print. The 5577 operates at 160 characters per second in 10 pitch or 192 characters per second in 12 pitch.

Compatibility. The 5577 is designed to fit into your Wang Office Information System, VS Computer System, Alliance™ System or 2200 Business Computer System.

Human Engineered. Store multiple type styles on your system and instruct the printer which type style to use. This means the operator does not have to change print wheels as print requirements change. The operator simply chooses the type style from the workstation. This feature not only enhances the quality of your documents, but decreases the amount of time spent at the printer.

Microprocessor-based. Because the Model 5577 contains its own microprocessor, the operator can work on one document at the workstation while printing out another. This allows the operator to complete other tasks instead of monitoring the printer.

Product Highlights:

- Multiple type styles, downloaded to the printer.
- Accepts single sheet or continuous form paper using the optional forms feeder.
- Accepts the optional twin sheet and envelope feeders.
- Contains self diagnostic capabilities.

The Model 5577 high-density matrix printer is designed to handle a wide variety of applications in your existing environment. Use it as a tool to enhance the productivity of your present configuration. Contact your local Wang sales representative to see how the 5577 can work for you.